Complex animal behaviors are built from dynamical relationships between sensory inputs, neuronal activity, and motor outputs in patterns with strategic value. Connecting these patterns illuminates how nervous systems compute behavior. Here, we study Drosophila larva navigation up temperature gradients toward preferred temperatures (positive thermotaxis). By tracking the movements of animals responding to fixed spatial temperature gradients or random temperature fluctuations, we calculate the sensitivity and dynamics of the conversion of thermosensory inputs into motor responses. We discover three thermosensory neurons in each dorsal organ ganglion (DOG) that are required for positive thermotaxis. Random optogenetic stimulation of the DOG thermosensory neurons evokes behavioral patterns that mimic the response to temperature variations. In vivo calcium and voltage imaging reveals that the DOG thermosensory neurons exhibit activity patterns with sensitivity and dynamics matched to the behavioral response. Temporal processing of temperature variations carried out by the DOG thermosensory neurons emerges in distinct motor responses during thermotaxis.
Complex animal behaviors are built from dynamical relationships between sensory inputs, neuronal activity, and motor outputs in patterns with strategic value. Connecting these patterns illuminates how nervous systems compute behavior. Here, we study Drosophila larva navigation up temperature gradients toward preferred temperatures (positive thermotaxis). By tracking the movements of animals responding to fixed spatial temperature gradients or random temperature fluctuations, we calculate the sensitivity and dynamics of the conversion of thermosensory inputs into motor responses. We discover three thermosensory neurons in each dorsal organ ganglion (DOG) that are required for positive thermotaxis. Random optogenetic stimulation of the DOG thermosensory neurons evokes behavioral patterns that mimic the response to temperature variations. In vivo calcium and voltage imaging reveals that the DOG thermosensory neurons exhibit activity patterns with sensitivity and dynamics matched to the behavioral response. Temporal processing of temperature variations carried out by the DOG thermosensory neurons emerges in distinct motor responses during thermotaxis.
navigation | reverse correlation | temperature | calcium imaging | voltage imaging N avigation toward environmental conditions that improve survival and fitness is of near-universal importance in motile biological organisms. Quantitative analysis of such animal behaviors to defined sensory inputs is a powerful approach to elucidate how behavior is encoded in underlying neurons and circuits. The advantage of studying navigation in small, optically transparent, genetically modifiable animals like Caenorhabditis elegans (1) or Drosophila larvae (2) is the opportunity to dissect sensory, neuronal, and behavioral dynamics in live animals by using optical neurophysiology and optogenetics throughout the nervous system.
The Drosophila melanogaster larva navigates gradients of many sensory cues, including light, temperature, odors, and tastes, but with fewer neurons in its sensory periphery and brain than the adult. Moreover, the simpler body plan and crawling movements of the larva facilitate the precise quantification of behavioral dynamics. Poikilotherms like C. elegans or Drosophila use sensitive thermosensory mechanisms to navigate moderate temperature ranges, thereby enabling them to use their environments to regulate their own body temperatures (3, 4) . Here, we study sensory and behavioral dynamics during positive thermotaxis (i.e., cool avoidance) by the Drosophila larva. Tracking the movements of Drosophila exploring temperature, olfactory, or gaseous gradients has shown that their navigation is generated by a sequence of two alternating motor programs: runs involving peristaltic forward movement that are interrupted by turns involving probing side-to-side head sweeps until the initiation of a new run (5) (6) (7) (8) . Larvae negotiating temperature gradients stochastically transition between runs and turns by strategies that cause runs pointed in favorable directions to be more frequent and longer than runs pointed in unfavorable directions. These transitions between runs and turns are dependent on temporal variations in ambient temperature. Warming over time is favorable and cooling is unfavorable during positive thermotaxis. However, the sensitivity and dependence of these transitions on measurements of temperature variations by the nervous system is not known.
The sensory basis for positive thermotaxis in the Drosophila larva is also poorly understood. In adult Drosophila, separate sensory neurons in the arista of the antennae contribute to cold and warm avoidance (9) . These sensory neurons project to distinct glomeruli in the brain, suggesting labeled lines from the sensory periphery to the brain that drive flies toward preferred temperatures. In addition, dTRPA1-expressing neurons in the central brain function as internal temperature sensors that also contribute to warm avoidance (10) . Several genes that can affect the range of preferred temperatures in larvae have been identified, which include transient receptor potential (trp) channels and rhodopsin (11, 12) . However, none of these genes are required for driving larval movement toward preferred temperatures. It has been suggested that the larva's terminal organ ganglion (TOG) is activated by temperature changes, but specific neurons that might be required for positive thermotaxis were not identified (13) .
Significance
A previously unidentified set of thermosensory neurons embedded in the olfactory organ of the Drosophila larva is shown to be required to drive the animal up temperature gradients toward preferred environments. Optogenetics and optical neurophysiology reveal efficient sensory encoding of both favorable (warming) and unfavorable (cooling) stimuli for distinct components of thermotactic strategy by this one set of neurons. Cooling-evoked activation is used to curtail forward movements in unfavorable directions; warming-evoked deactivation is used to orient new forward movements in favorable directions during turns. Our results pinpoint the locus of thermosensory perception for cool-avoidance behavior in the larva and define how downstream circuits use thermosensory perception to organize navigational behavior.
In earlier work, we used imaging systems that tracked individual larvae to uncover general rules for thermotactic behavioral strategy (5) . Here, we used high-throughput/high-resolution behavioral assays to define the patterns of sensorimotor processing that produce these behavioral rules. We tracked the movements of large numbers of animals responding to fixed spatial gradients or defined random thermal fluctuations. Reverse-correlation methods yielded the temperature sensitivity as functions of time between stimulus history and motor responses that dictate how the larva uses its sensory experience to modulate behavior. We sought the relevant thermosensory neurons and discovered three neurons that are necessary for positive thermotaxis in each dorsal organ ganglion (DOG). We characterized the dynamics of the DOG thermosensory neurons by imaging calcium dynamics using GCaMP and voltage dynamics using ArcLight in response to defined temperature waveforms: sine waves, ramps, and random thermal fluctuations (14) . Reverse-correlation methods showed that the transformations from temperature dynamics into neuro- . Biases in the run-to-turn transitions (turn rate and turn size) and the turn-to-run transitions (turn direction) form the basis of navigation toward preferred conditions. (B) Population-level navigation as a function of the starting temperature on a spatial temperature gradient. Second-instar larvae crawl toward warmer temperatures when <22°C and toward colder temperatures when above ∼28°C. Preference index is defined as the mean component of velocity in the x direction divided by the mean speed. Each data point was calculated by using trajectories from 128 to 256 larvae, and error bars are ± SEM. (C) Illustrations of behavioral biases in larval motion. (C, Left and Center) A larva crawling parallel to the temperature gradient and starting at the vertical black line will use shorter runs (Left) and wider turns (Center) when headed toward colder conditions; a larva crawling perpendicular to the gradient will be more likely to turn toward the warmer side. (D) Larvae modulate turning rate and size in response to cooling. Turning rate as a function of the temporal gradients encountered by larvae during runs pointed in different directions while navigating the temperature gradients illustrated in A. For positive temporal gradients (red), turning rate is constant, regardless of the magnitude of the heating rate, whereas for negative temporal gradients (blue), turning rate progressively increases with gradient steepness. (E) Larvae also modulate turning size in response to cooling, with wider turns used in response to steeper cooling gradients and approximately the same size turns regardless of the steepness of warming gradients. (F) Trajectories as shown in A were separated into runs in four octiles (up the gradient, down the gradient, and two orthogonal to the gradient). We calculated the mean temporal gradient (± SEM) experienced during head sweeps succeeding runs parallel to the gradient (gray octiles), during head sweeps toward colder temperatures (blue octiles), and during head sweeps toward warmer temperatures (red octiles) after runs orthogonal to the gradient (run directions illustrated by octiles). Next, we calculated the probability of starting a new run during each head sweep in each condition. Statistics for D-F were calculated from trajectories exhibited by 85 wild-type larvae segmented into 3,642 discrete runs. Error bars are ± SEM. ***P < 0.001 (Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test for turn rate; Student's t test for turn size and direction).
nal dynamics are well matched to behavioral response. Finally, we used random optogenetic stimulation of the DOG neurons combined with reverse-correlation methods to connect neuronal dynamics with behavior. We confirmed that both activation and deactivation of the DOG neurons-which signify cooling and warming, respectively-drive distinct motor state transitions during thermotaxis.
Results
Behavioral Responses to Thermosensory Inputs. When Drosophila larvae are placed on linear spatial temperature gradients between ∼15°C and 23°C, they move up the temperature gradients toward warmer temperatures, a response called positive thermotaxis (Fig. 1A) . At temperatures above ∼30°C, they crawl down temperature gradients (Fig. 1B) . Earlier, using a singleanimal tracking microscope that followed first-instar larvae during thermotaxis, we uncovered biases in larval movement caused by temperature gradients that produce thermotaxis (5) . The trajectory of a crawling larva consists of a sequence of alternating periods of forward movement (runs) and head-sweeping movements (turns). During positive thermotaxis, transitions between these motor states are modulated by the gradient. First, the larva exhibits longer runs moving up gradients than down gradients (Fig. 1C, Left) . Second, the larva modulates the size of turns, making larger course corrections after runs pointed down the gradient than up the gradient (Fig. 1C, Center) . Third, the larva modulates the direction of turns, starting more runs up the gradient than down the gradient (Fig. 1C , Right).
To assess how transitions between motor states might be triggered by temperature gradients, we engineered a high-throughput behavioral analysis system to accumulate enough larval trajectories-many runs and turns exhibited at all angles-to discriminate the effects of small differences in thermosensory inputs on movements (Fig. S1 ). We used high-pixel-density video cameras to record the time-varying posture and movements of many secondinstar larvae performing thermotaxis across the surfaces of 22-× 22-cm agar plates, starting at 17.5°C on a stable, linear gradient (6) .
Increasing the resolution of statistical analysis led to several insights into the specific temperature-triggered responses exhibited during thermotaxis. In stable spatial temperature gradients, the animal experiences temporal gradients by self-movement, the vector product of the animal's velocity, and the temperature gradient. We determined the sensitivity of run durations to the sign and steepness of temperature gradients by calculating the temporal gradient that preceded all turns in all trajectories. We found that runs last longer when larvae move up gradients compared with moving down gradients, but turning rate is not actually affected by positive temporal gradients. Turning rate specifically rises with negative temporal gradients as shallow as 0.005°C/s (Fig. 1D) . During thermotaxis, larvae also regulate the size of the head sweeps at the end of each run (Fig. 1E) . Like run duration, we found that turn size was unaffected by positive temporal gradients, but rose only with negative temporal gradients as shallow as 0.005°C/s. Thus, runs are shortened and turns are widened by falling temperatures, but neither run length nor turn size is affected by rising temperatures.
The turn-to-run transition is how the larva picks the direction of new runs (5) . When the body is initially parallel to the gradient, a head sweep will detect the same temporal gradients whether the head sweeps to the left or right. When the larva is headed up spatial gradients (0.23°C/cm), side-to-side head movements detect negative temporal gradients near −0.002°C/s. When headed down the gradient, side-to-side head movements generate positive temporal gradients near +0.005°C/s; these temporal gradients are larger in magnitude than when the larva is headed up the gradient because the larva sweeps its head in larger angles when the temperature is dropping (Fig. S1B) . In these cases, the probability of starting a new run during each head sweep was ∼73% (Fig. 1F) .
In contrast, after runs pointed orthogonal to the gradient, head sweeps create temporal gradients (± 0.010°C/s on 0.23°C/cm gradients) that depend on their direction. For these head sweeps, the probability of starting a new run dropped to ∼62% when toward colder temperatures and rose to ∼83% when toward warmer temperatures. Unlike the run-to-turn transition, which is specifically induced by cooling, the turn-to-run transition is induced by warming (Fig. 1F) .
Reverse-Correlation Analysis of the Computational Structure of Thermotactic Strategy. To identify the specific pattern of sensory input that triggers transitions between motor states, we turned to reverse-correlation methods. We built a Peltier-driven platform to subject freely moving larvae to spatially uniform random thermal flicker (SI Experimental Procedures). Random rapid thermal fluctuations allowed us to explore a large space of possible sensory input patterns in each experiment, while every navigating animal experienced the same temperature stimulus ( Fig. 2A) . Linear systems analysis, viewing the whole animal as the transducer, is the simplest model for estimating the transformation from stimulus input to motor response (15) . In this scheme, the sensorimotor transformation can be represented as the average stimulus history that precedes each type of behavioral response. These response-triggered stimulus histories represent how the animal uses its sensory experiences to make behavioral decisions.
We found that the response-triggered temperature history for the run-to-turn transition is characterized by a sharp drop in temperatures, peaking at approximately −0.003°C/s in a ∼3-s period preceding the turn (Fig. 2B) . The millidegree sensitivities of behavioral responses to random thermal fluctuations compares well with our estimates of the sensitivity using linear spatial gradients (see above) and additionally provides an estimate of the time window over which the larva analyzes temperature variations in transitions between run and turn behaviors. During each run, the larva monitors temperature variations over a ∼3-s interval and initiates turns that are triggered by cooling. This finding is consistent with our observation on spatial gradients that runs are shortened by negative gradients, but not lengthened by positive gradients (Fig. 1D) .
We also calculated the response-triggered temperature history for the turn-to-run transition. During each turn, the larva sweeps its head from side to side until it picks a new direction by starting a run and ending the turn. We found the stimulus history preceding the turn-to-run transition was a ∼1-s interval of rising temperature, peaking at ∼0.002°C/s. This warming phase is itself preceded by the cooling phase that initiated the turn (Fig. 2C) . Thus, during each turn, the larva monitors temperature variations with millidegree sensitivities and is induced to start the new run when it detects warming. This finding is consistent with our observation on spatial gradients where the larva increases the likelihood of turning toward warmer temperatures by starting new runs when the head sweeps toward higher temperatures (Fig. 1F) .
Finally, we asked whether the linear filter obtained by reversecorrelation analysis has predictive value. We subjected larvae to a specific stimulus waveform that started at 17.5°C and ended at 16.5°C and experimentally measured the turning frequency before, during, and after the temperature change. We then predicted how the frequency should be modulated using the linear filter convolved with the stimulus waveform (Fig. 2D) . The prediction of turning frequency to the stimulus waveform compares favorably with experimentally observed behavior, suggesting that the linear filter captures much of the sensorimotor transformation underlying larval thermotaxis. We expect that the prediction could be further improved by including nonlinearities into the transformation (e.g., linear-nonlinear models) or additional factors (e.g., generalized linear models) (16, 17) .
The Dorsal Organ Is Required for Thermotactic Behavior. Our behavioral measurements set new criteria for the relevant sensory neurons for positive thermotaxis. Neurons that are required for thermotaxis had not yet been identified. Several proteins-TRP, TRP-like, and Rhodopsin-have been suggested to have roles in thermotaxis by affecting the setpoint of the larva's preferred temperature (12, 18) . Another member of the TRP family of cation channels-inactive, which is largely expressed in the chordotonal organs along the larva's body (Fig. 3A) -has also been proposed to affect the setpoint of the larva's preferred temperature (19) . We examined these candidates, but found that driving tetanus toxin light chain under the control of the iav promoter does not significantly affect positive thermotaxis (Fig. S2 ). Mutants in trp and trpL were also capable of moving up spatial temperature gradients toward preferred temperatures (Fig. S2) .
The two principal sensory structures for chemosensation are located in the larva's head. The TOG contains numerous gustatory receptors, and the DOG contains the olfactory receptors ( Fig. 3A) (20) . One report suggested that the TOG contributes to cool avoidance based on calcium imaging with GCaMP and synaptic inactivation of neurons by using the GH86 promoter (13) . Previously, we confirmed that transgenic lines that express TNT-C under the control of the GH86 promoter are incapable of crawling up temperature gradients (5). However, the GH86 promoter labels most neurons in the both the DOG and TOG, making it uncertain which organ mediates the response.
We used laser ablation to directly probe whether the TOG or DOG contributes to thermotaxis by cutting the nerves that run from these organs to the brain (Movie S1). We confirmed that these nerves do not regrow in the 24-h time interval between laser ablation and testing behavior (Fig. S3A ). We found that bilateral ablation of the maxillary nerves that run from the TOG had no effect on positive thermotaxis (Fig. 3B) . However, bilateral ablation of the antennal nerves that run from the DOG abolished positive thermotaxis (Fig. 3B ). We asked whether snipping the antennal nerves might lead to a general loss of navigational ability by testing phototaxis. In a checkerboard pattern of illumination projected on the surface of a gel, larvae will stay within the dark squares (21-23). Snipping the antennal nerves has no effect on phototaxis (Fig. S3B) , suggesting that the larvae are still capable of performing other modes of navigation. The DOG, but not the TOG, is required for positive thermotaxis.
Direct left/right spatial comparisons are thought to be important for larval olfactory navigation (2, 7, 24) . We found that snipping just one antennal nerve did not abolish positive thermotaxis ( Fig. 3B ), so larvae do not require comparisons between the left and right DOG. We speculated that unilateral ablation of the antennal nerve might induce handedness in movement patterns: Left and right dorsal organs might have different effects on left and right turning movements, for example. However, unilateral ablation did not bias the initiate head sweeps or start new runs toward either direction (Fig. 3C ).
Three Thermosensory Neurons in Each Dorsal Organ. To narrow down the DOG neurons responsible for positive thermotaxis, we used calcium imaging. We built a custom temperature-controlled stage ( Fig. S1C ) to deliver different temperature waveforms during confocal imaging, while minimizing motion artifacts with focus compensation. We subjected immobilized animals to sinusoidal temperature variations (1.5°C amplitude, 18°C mean temperature, 60-s period) that would evoke cool avoidance in behaving animals. Multineuronal calcium dynamics were imaged by driving GCaMP expression throughout the dorsal organ by using the panneuronal elav promoter, or a large subset of DOG neurons by using the NP4486 promoter, which had previously been shown to drive expression in cold-sensing neurons in the adult fly (9) . Calcium imaging revealed three neurons in each dorsal organ that exhibited strong intracellular calcium dynamics coupled to the temperature waveform ( Fig. 3D and Movie S2).
The thermosensory neurons are morphologically distinct from all other neurons in the DOG ( Fig. 3D and Movie S3). The rest of the DOG neurons-olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) and a few gustatory receptor neurons-send their dendrites to a dome of cuticle perforated by pores (25) . In contrast, the thermosensory neurons develop large membrane-rich dendritic bulbs that appear 60 ± 13% of the distance before reaching the dome ( Larvae were subjected to a temperature waveform from 17.5°C to 16.5°C starting at t = 0 s (n = 90 animals). The reverse-correlation filter in B convolved with the temperature waveform yields a predicted probability of turning over time (green trace), which compares with experimental measurement (black markers).
this unique morphology in the DOG revealed by the panneuronal driver elav, indicating that they are the same three neurons labeled by the GH86 and NP4486 drivers. Because these drivers label many neurons in the DOG, we sought a sparser line in the GAL4 collection at Janelia Farm (26) . We found that the R11F02 driver reliably and specifically labels the three thermosensory neurons with minimal expression in the rest of the animal (Fig.  3F , Experimental Procedures, and Movie S3). We found that driving tetanus toxin light chain in the DOG thermosensory neurons (R11F02-Gal4; UAS-TeTxLC) completely abolished positive thermotaxis, whereas driver control larvae (attP2 landing site; UAS-TeTxLC) were normal, suggesting that these thermosensory neurons are required to drive navigation up temperature gradients (Fig. 3G) . Because the GH86 promoter labels these three morphologically distinct neurons (Movie S3), we suggest that disrupting thermotaxis by inactivation of GH86 expressing cells is not through inactivation of the TOG, as previously thought, but by inactivation of the R11F02-GAL4-expressing neurons in the DOG (13) .
We asked whether the DOG thermosensory neurons might express known chemoreceptors. We used a line that expresses RFP in all 21 olfactory neurons (Orco::RFP) while driving mCD8::GFP by the line R11F02 and observed no overlapping fluorescence in the dorsal organ (Fig. 3H, Left; Movie S4) . We followed the axons of the three thermosensory neurons and found that they run parallel to the axons of the 21 ORNs along the antennal nerve (Movie S4). Each olfactory neuron innervates a distinct glomerulus within the larval antennal lobe (LAL) (27, 28) . The three thermosensory neurons do not innervate olfactory glomeruli, but glomeruli in a region posterior and slightly dorsal to the LAL (Fig. 3H, Right; Movie S4) . The cellular expression patterns of all 68 gustatory receptor genes have been systematically characterized (29) . None of these expression patterns include neurons that resemble the thermosensory neurons. The thermosensory neurons do not appear to be previously characterized olfactory or gustatory neurons.
Physiological Properties of the Thermosensory Neurons. To further probe the physiological properties of the three thermosensory neurons, we subjected animals to a variety of defined temperature waveforms and monitored calcium dynamics using GCaMP3 (30) . First, to probe whether these neurons encode warming, cooling, or both, we subjected animals to two sets of sinusoidal waveforms of temperature within the range of cool avoidance, either starting in the warming phase of the waveform (the +sin waveform) or starting at the cooling phase of the waveform (the −sin waveform) (Fig. 4A) . Interestingly, we found that two neurons exhibited the same pattern of calcium dynamics (what we call the A-type sensors; blue and green traces in Fig. 4A ), and one neuron exhibited a similar but different pattern (what we call the B-type sensor; red trace in Fig. 4A) . We distinguished the A-type sensors based on their stereotyped position within the dorsal organ, medial (blue) and lateral (green) (Fig. 3D) .
Both A-type sensors are activated at the onset of the −sin waveform (onset of cooling) with a large rise in intracellular calcium levels, but show little response at the onset of the +sin waveform (onset of warming) (Fig. 4A) . At subsequent warming and cooling phases during the continuing waveform, intracellular calcium levels drop and rise, respectively. In contrast, the B-type sensor shows a significant rise in intracellular calcium levels at the onset of the −sin waveform and a significant drop at the onset of the +sin waveform. During subsequent cooling and warming phases of either waveform, the B-type sensor shows increases and decreases in intracellular calcium levels, respectively. Thus, both A-and B-type sensors are activated by cooling and deactivated by warming. The two A-type sensors have low baseline calcium levels, thereby showing little change when naïve animals are exposed to warming (Fig. 4B) . The B-type sensors have higher baseline calcium levels, thereby showing a bigger drop in calcium levels when naïve animals are exposed to warming.
Next, we tested the range of response of the A-and B-type sensors. Wild-type larvae prefer temperatures between ∼22°C and 28°C, and crawl up gradients from lower temperatures (Fig.  1B) . For these neurons to be able to contribute to the full range of cool avoidance, their range of sensitivity should extend at least up to preferred temperatures. We subjected larvae to negative linear temperature ramps starting at warm temperatures and found that both neuron types exhibited step increases in intracellular calcium levels, but at different temperatures (Fig. 4C) . A-type sensory neurons are activated near 32°C. B-type sensory neurons are activated near 26°C. Corresponding positive linear ramps starting at cold temperatures induced in both neuron types a drop in calcium levels that remained low (Fig. 4C) . Thus, both neuronal types fully span the range of positive thermotaxis behavior.
To characterize the limits to sensitivity of the A-and B-type neurons, we measured their intracellular calcium dynamics in response to sine waves of different amplitudes (Fig. 4D) . We observed detectable fluorescence changes induced by sinusoidal variations in temperature with gradients as small as ∼0.005°C/s, which compares well to the behavioral sensitivity to temperature gradients (see above). Interestingly, the increase in the magnitude of fluorescence changes appears to be logarithmic with increases in the magnitude of temporal gradients (growing linearly on a linear-log plot), and so the responses of these neurons is also not saturated with gradients as steep as 0.2°C/s. Reverse-correlation analysis had shown us that thermotactic behavioral responses are sensitive to temperature variations in time intervals as short as ∼1-3 s. We asked whether the thermosensory neurons are capable of responding on this time scale. First, we subjected the animal to sinusoidal variations in temperature with a period of 3 s (i.e., alternating warming and cooling phases lasting 1.5 s each) and found that the thermosensory neurons were able to phase lock their calcium dynamics (using GCaMP5) to the thermosensory input (Fig. 4E) . Phase locking of calcium dynamics to sine waves suggests that a bidirectional electrophysiological response underlies calcium dynamics, as has been described in the principal thermosensory neurons in C. elegans (4). To visualize the changes in membrane potential that might accompany temperature changes, we used ArcLight, a newly developed fluorescent reporter of membrane potential (14) . The fluorescence of ArcLight decreases with membrane depolarization and increases with repolarization. When we expressed ArcLight in the thermosensory neurons, we found that warming is correlated with membrane repolarization, and cooling is correlated with membrane depolarization (Fig. 4E) . Plotting dynamics of the GCaMP5 vs. ArcLight signals in thermosensory neurons driven by sinusoidal changes in temperature, we infer that increases and decreases in intracellular calcium levels are correlated with membrane depolarization and repolarization, respectively (Fig. 4F) .
To further characterize temporal signal processing by the thermosensory neurons, we used reverse-correlation analysis. We delivered defined random thermal fluctuations to immobilized larvae, similar to the random waveforms in behavioral measurements, and quantified their calcium dynamics (Fig. 5A) . We calculated the stimulus history that preceded increases in thermosensory neuron activity for both the A-and B-type thermosensory neurons (Fig. 5B) . The stimulus input that activates either the A-or B-type neurons is a sharp drop in temperatures over ∼3 s, where the drop and negative sign of the lobe indicates increased calcium activity during cooling, the shift from t = 0 indicates a short delay between stimulus and response, and the increase in temperature after the drop indicates a return to uncorrelated baseline activity. This result compares well with the sensory input that initiates transitions from run to turn behavior (Fig. 2B) . Calcium dynamics are uncorrelated with temperature variations more than ∼3 s in the past, providing an estimate of the time window of signal transduction from temperature variations into neuronal activity patterns.
Optogenetic Activation of Thermosensory Neurons. We turned to optogenetics to causally connect the activity patterns of the thermosensory neurons with behavioral dynamics in freely moving larvae. We tracked the movements of larvae expressing the red-shifted Channelrhodopsin CsChrimson (31) in the thermosensory neurons (R11F02 > CsChrimson) while being subjected to red light (624 nm) that is outside their visual response spectrum. Depolarization of the three DOG thermosensors via red light illumination should mimic cooling, with the exception of a ∼1-2 s delay between illumination and depolarization in Drosophila neurons that is characteristic of CsChrimson (31). We used reverse-correlation analysis to quantify behavioral responses to optogenetic stimulation provided by random on/off flickering of red light (50% likelihood of illumination in every 0.25-s interval) (Fig. 5C) . We calculated the average stimulus histories that precede the initiation of new turns during runs (Fig. 5C ) and initiation of new runs during turns (Fig. 5D ). We found a sharp increase in the "on" probability of the LEDs in a ∼3-s interval before the initiation of turns, which is consistent with the effect of cooling in triggering a run-to-turn transition when freely moving larvae were subjected to random thermal fluctuations. We found a sharp decrease in the on probability of the LEDs in the interval between turn initiation and an accepted head sweep, which is consistent with the effect of warming in promoting headsweep acceptance. We also note that the behavioral transitions in control larvae were uncorrelated with the light stimulus. Together, these results suggest that optogenetically induced variations in the activity of the DOG thermosensory neurons in freely crawling larvae mimic the effects of warming and cooling on the full set of sensorimotor transformations underlying positive thermotaxis.
Similarly to our analysis of behavioral responses to temperature variations (Fig. 2) , we asked whether the linear filter between light-activation of CsChrimson and behavioral responses that we obtained using reverse-correlation has predictive value. We measured the behavioral response to a single off-to-on step in light intensity and found a favorable comparison with a prediction of the behavioral response based on the linear filter obtained using random flicker (Fig. 5E) . A slight delay in the behavioral transitions caused by optogenetic modulation in comparison with those caused by temperature (compare Figs. 5C and 2) are likely due to the latency of CsChrimson (31) .
Discussion
Small animals with fewer sensory channels and simple body plans like the nematode C. elegans and the Drosophila larva make it possible to reduce complex animal behaviors like navigation into specific transformations between sensory inputs and motor outputs (32) . Because these animals have small and accessible nervous systems, it is further possible to map these transformations to the activity patterns of specific neurons. Here, we undertook a quantitative analysis of navigational behavior and neuronal encoding during positive thermotaxis in Drosophila larva. We found that reverse-correlation methods applied to behavior-viewing the animal itself as a linear transducer-is an effective tool in defining the stimulus inputs that trigger specific motor responses. We discovered and characterized three thermosensory neurons in each DOG that drive positive thermotaxis. Their morphologies of the DOG thermosensory neurons in Drosophila larvae are reminiscent of the thermosensory neurons in C. elegans. In C. elegans, thermotactic navigational behavior requires the AFD neurons, a subset of the amphid sensory neurons that are otherwise mostly olfactory and gustatory (33) . Amphid sensory neurons send dendrites to a pore to sample the external chemical environment, except the membrane-rich sensory dendrites of the AFD neuron that terminate in a ciliary bulb before reaching the pore (34) . Like C. elegans, the molecular thermoreceptor that functions in the Drosophila thermotaxis neurons remains to be identified.
The three DOG thermosensory neurons exhibit the remarkable sensitivity to temperature variations (<0.005°C/s) that trigger thermotactic behavioral responses. This high thermal sensitivity is comparable to the most sensitive thermoreceptors in biology: The infrared receptor in snakes has been reported to exhibit sensitivity of ∼0.005°C/s (35); a cave beetle has been reported to exhibit sensitivity of ∼0.003°C/s (36). The temporal dynamics of behavioral and thermosensory neuron responses are also highly comparable: Similar intervals of thermosensory history are used to initiate transitions between run and turn behavior as well as to Response filters for the turn-to-run transition (accepted head sweeps) using optogenetic activation. Larvae fed with ATR (Upper) respond to a decrease in LED light intensity (mirroring warming), whereas control larvae not fed ATR (Lower) have an uncorrelated response. For C and D, mean ± SEM is denoted by black line and shading. n = 7,904 turns from n = 179 animals for +ATR conditions and 1,108 turns from 44 animals for −ATR control conditions. (E) Predicting the run-to-turn transition probability. Larvae were subjected to steps in light intensity. The reverse-correlation filter in D convolved with the light intensity profile yields a predicted probability of turning (green trace), which we compare with the observed turning probability (black markers). n = 60 R11F02 > CsChrimson larvae with +ATR conditions. activate the thermosensory neurons (compare Fig. 2B and Fig.  5B ), suggesting that temporal processing of temperature changes begins at the sensory periphery without substantial delays along downstream circuits. Importantly, we found that optogenetic activation of the thermosensory neurons causes transitions between run and turn behavior with similar dynamics as temperatureinduced transitions during thermotaxis (compare Fig. 2B and Fig.  5C ), providing direct evidence that these thermosensory neurons drive all components of navigational behavior.
Like the thermosensory neurons in C. elegans, the DOG thermosensory neurons are bidirectional in that they respond to both cooling and warming by depolarizing and hyperpolarizing, respectively. This property makes them able to respond to alternating warming and cooling phases of a thermosensory input, which can rapidly occur during navigation on a spatial temperature gradient (Fig. 4F) . For example, the DOG thermosensory neurons would be poised to respond to a head sweep pointed toward higher temperatures after a run that was pointed toward lower temperatures. We found a difference between the A-and B-type DOG neurons in their responses to the onset of warming or cooling. Both neurons are activated by cooling, but high baseline calcium levels in the B-type neurons might make naïve animals more sensitive to sudden warming. Further mapping and analysis of the circuits downstream of the A-and B-type DOG neurons would help to discriminate their potentially distinct roles in thermotaxis. These roles could also be illuminated by observing neuronal activity in freely moving, navigating larvae, as in C. elegans, once the motion compensation difficulties of the larger animal were overcome.
Optogenetic analysis in behaving animals suggests that both activation and deactivation of the DOG thermosensory neurons are triggers for behavioral responses during positive thermotaxis. Cooling-mediated activation of the DOG neurons during runs causes the animal to initiate turns, thereby shortening runs that are pointed in an unfavorable direction. Warming-mediated deactivation of the DOG neurons causes the animal to initiate a new run during a turn, thereby causing the animal to pick new runs that are pointed toward favorable directions. Thus, the larva does not use separate sensors for detecting warming and cooling to encode favorable and unfavorable sensory inputs during positive thermotaxis, but differentially uses the activation and deactivation of one set of thermosensory neurons to promote transitions between motor states.
It would be interesting to know to what extent principles for sensorimotor behavior underlying thermotaxis are conserved in the transformation of Drosophila body plan from larva to adult. Substantial progress has been made in understanding circuits for thermotaxis in the adult fly (3). Distinct peripheral sensory pathways for warm and cold avoidance that start in the fly antenna and project to the adult central brain, also to a region ventral to the antennal lobe, have now been identified (9, 37), as well as a distinct internal sensory pathway involving the anterior cell warmth sensors in the fly brain (10) . The molecules, cells, and circuits for negative thermotaxis in Drosophila larva remain poorly understood, except at noxious temperatures (18, 38) , and we have not yet identified circuits for negative thermotaxis (warm avoidance). Evaluating these possibilities will require more extensive mapping of thermosensory neurons and thermotaxis circuits in the larva.
Small organisms like C. elegans and Drosophila offer the possibility of complete understanding of behavioral dynamics in terms of neuronal dynamics starting at the sensory periphery (16, 39, 40) . The Drosophila larva is likely to be the next animal, after C. elegans, that offers a complete wiring diagram of an entire nervous system with synaptic resolution (41) . Advances in optical neurophysiology may soon make it possible to record the activities of large ensembles of neurons in the Drosophila larva, as has recently been accomplished in C. elegans and zebrafish larva (42) (43) (44) (45) .
Following the outputs of sensory neurons to the central brain and beyond-combined with studies that quantitatively connect transformations from sensory inputs to neuronal activity patterns to motor outputs-will help unravel the complete encoding of complex behaviors like navigation from perception to action.
Experimental Procedures
Drosophila Strains and Husbandry. Drosophila were raised in vials or bottles with standard yeast-containing medium at 22°C with alternating 12-h cycles of dark and light, except for R11F02 > CsChrimson larvae, which were raised entirely in the dark at 22°C and given yeast with 0.2 mM all-trans retinal (ATR). The following strains were used: Canton-S (BL#1), GH86 (BL#36339), elav-GAL4 (BL#8760), iav-GAL4 (BL#36360), NP4486-GAL4 (DGRC 104-694), R11F02-GAL4 (BL #49828), UAS-mCD8::GFP (BL#5137), UAS-GCaMP3 (BL#32236), UASGCaMP5 (BL #42037), UAS-ArcLight, UAS-TeTxLC (BL#28838), trpL[302] (BL#433), trp [343] , and UAS-CsChrimson (BL #55136). John Carlson, Yale University, New Haven, CT, kindly provided Orco-RFP;UAS-mCD8::GFP.
For the R11F02-GAL4 driver, consistent expression was only observed in the three cooling-responsive neurons in each DOG. Dim expression (10-20% of the level of the DOG thermosensory neurons as quantified by using GFP expression) was randomly observed in other sensory neurons and interneurons. From observations of 13 R11F02 > mCD8::GFP larvae, we also found on average 0.85 ± 0.15 other DOG neurons, 0.77 ± 0.14 TOG neurons, 2.54 ± 0.31 neurons in the pharynx region between the two DOGs, and 2.08 ± 0.42 neurons in a 150-× 150-× 100-μm volume surrounding the LAL. However, no temperature-responsive activity was observed in these other cells during calcium or voltage imaging experiments, suggesting that they represent leaky expression outside the thermotaxis circuit.
Behavior Experiments. Adult flies were transferred to cages (Genesee Scientific), where eggs were laid on grape juice plates. Larvae were rinsed three times in distilled water, and second-instar larvae were selected based on spiracle development under a dissecting microscope. All behavior experiments were conducted within an outer box with black walls and a sealed door that prevented any external light stimulus. The stages were all mounted on vibration-damping legs to minimize mechanical agitation. The agar gels were replaced after each experiment to prevent any potential odor remnants from persisting across experiments. To acquire sufficient statistics for analysis, multiple larvae were recorded simultaneously; the low density of animals on the gel ensured that their trajectories rarely collided (SI Experimental Procedures), and our navigation results were consistent with past work that quantified thermotaxis in a single-animal tracking setup (5) .
For spatial navigation assays, groups of 20-35 larvae placed in the central region of a 3-to 4-mm-thick agar (Fisher Scientific) surface were allowed to crawl for 20 min. For postlaser ablation behavior experiments, larvae were tracked and recovered individually to later confirm ablation. Images were acquired at 4 or 5 Hz by using a 5-megapixel CCD camera (Mightex) placed above the agar surface. For thermal fluctuation experiments, groups of ∼20 larvae were placed evenly on a 300-μm-thick agar surface and imaged at 14 Hz on a 5-megapixel CCD camera (Basler). Larvae were illuminated with four custom-built LED bars arranged in a square around the gel; the illumination wavelength was 624 nm, outside the range visible to larval photosensors (22) . For the Channelrhodopsin CsChrimson optogenetic activation experiments, larvae were instead illuminated with infrared LED bars (875 nm), with images recorded at 4 Hz; the red light used to induce neuronal activity was 624 nm with an intensity of 1.9 W/m 2 .
In Vivo Calcium and Voltage Imaging. Images were acquired on an upright microscope (Nikon Instruments LV100), with excitation light delivered and emitted light measured by using a Revolution spinning-disk confocal setup (Andor Technology). Fluorescence and calcium imaging experiments used either a 60× 1.2-N.A. water immersion objective or a 40× 0.95-NA air objective (Nikon Instruments). Full details of the spinning-disk imaging set-up are provided in SI Experimental Procedures.
Anatomical Imaging. To characterize R11F02 expression, second-instar larvae were dissected in cold Schneider's Drosophila medium (Life Technologies) and fixed with 4% (wt/vol) paraformaldehyde in PBS with 0.1% Triton for 1 h on wet ice. Samples were then washed 4 × 20 min using PBS with 0.1% Triton (PBST) and blocked for 1 h with 5% (vol/vol) heat-inactivated goat serum (Sigma) in PBST. Samples were then incubated overnight in primary antibody mixture of 1:1,000 anti-GFP (A11122; Life Technologies) and 1:25 nc82 (DSHB;). The next day, specimens were washed 4 × 20 with PBST, blocked as previously described, and incubated with secondary antibodies of Alexa
Fluor 488 goat anti-rabbit and Alexa Fluor 555 goat anti-mouse (Life Technologies) for 3 h. After a final 4 × 20 PBST wash, samples were suspended in low-gelling-temperature agarose (9414; Sigma) and imaged on a two-photon confocal (LSM 780 NLO; Zeiss). To image the dendritic bulbs of the thermosensory neurons, first-instar R11F02 > mCD8::GFP larvae were rinsed in distilled water and fixed for 2 h in 4% (wt/vol) paraformaldehyde. Larvae were mounted onto coverslips with VectaShield (Vector Labs) and imaged with a 60× oil objective (NA = 1.35) on an Olympus Fluoview FV1000 confocal microscope.
Laser Ablation. A MicroPoint high-intensity pulsed dye laser system (Andor Technology) was focused to a ∼3-μm diameter spot, and a controlled series of 440-nm pulses was delivered to the nerve of interest in immobilized larvae at ∼9°C on the calcium imaging apparatus described in SI Experimental Procedures. Orco-RFP;UAS-mCD8::GFP larvae were used for improved visual clarity when developing the ablation procedure, and GH86;UAS-mCD8::GFP were used for experiments. After ablation of one or more nerves, larvae were retrieved and allowed to recover overnight in yeast at 25°C.
After recovery, larvae were placed on a 1% agar gel with a white-light checkerboard array of bright and dark squares projected downward onto the surface using a digital light projector (ViewSonic) with color filters removed and a broadband mirror. The squares were 3.6 cm wide, and the intensity was 70 W/m 2 for bright squares and 1.4 W/m 2 for dark squares, conditions that evoke robust light avoidance (21, 22) . Each larva began the assay in a light square, and for each boundary crossing during 10 min of observation, we recorded whether the larva crossed into dark or light squares. The probability of remaining in the dark square or crossing from a light into a dark square was recorded as the preference for dark squares reported in Fig. 3D . Afterward, each larva capable of phototaxis was assayed for cool-avoidance behavior three times before reimaging with confocal microscopy to confirm severing.
Supporting Information
Klein et al. 10 .1073/pnas.1416212112 SI Experimental Procedures Spatial Temperature Gradient. The linear temperature gradient was constructed from custom-machined aluminum and steel sheets and blocks. The top plate (61 × 30 × 0.64 cm) of black anodized aluminum bridged across the hot and cold aluminum reservoir blocks (10 × 30 × 3.8 cm), with thin steel diffuser plates (10 × 30 × 0.16 cm) inserted between the top plate and the blocks to improve spatial uniformity. Thermal compound provided thermal contact between the parts. Navigating larvae crawled on a 22-× 22-cm surface of 1% LB agar atop a thin anodized aluminum plate (22 × 22 × 0.16 cm). Glycerol was used to improve thermal contact between the top plate and the thin plate with the gel.
The cold reservoir temperature was maintained with a PID (proportional-integral-derivative) controller and H-bridge amplifier (Accuthermo), powered by a switching supply (Oven Industries) driving a thermoelectric cooler (TEC; Ferrotec) that pumped heat between the reservoir block and a liquid-cooled waterblock (Swiftech); the liquid was circulated with a pump and chiller unit (VWR). The hot reservoir was also controlled with PID feedback (Newport Electronics) that delivered ac voltage via a solid-state relay (Omega) to four resistive cartridge heaters (McMaster-Carr) embedded in the reservoir block. The resistance temperature detectors (McMaster-Carr) used for both PID feedback loops were secured to the top plate near each reservoir block. Temperature at the agar gel surface was measured with a type T thermocouple probe (Physitemp) before and after each experiment to check for thermal drift; the same probe was used to systematically measure temperature in both horizontal dimensions on the surface. Temperature was found to be constant in the direction perpendicular to the gradient.
Thermal Fluctuation Apparatus. The stage for analyzing behavior in response to random thermal flicker was constructed from a custom-machined copper plate (13.3 × 13.3 × 0.64 cm), spraypainted black to improve image contrast. Larvae crawled inside a 12.1-× 12.1-cm pocket cut 0.40 cm deep, atop a very thin (300 μm) layer of 3% LB agar. Temperature control was established with a PID system similar to the spatial gradient apparatus, but with four identical TECs (Custom Thermoelectrics) arranged in a symmetric square pattern underneath the copper plate. The PID feedback temperature sensor was clamped gently to the agar surface near one corner. These implements resulted in a spatially uniform, temporally varying temperature stimulus for crawling larvae, which was confirmed by using a thermal imaging camera. Temperatures were selected at random in a 16-18°C range, with values updated every 0.125 s, then filtered in frequency space to ensure that all temporal gradients up to 1°C/s were uniformly represented.
Optogenetic Activation Apparatus. The stage for analyzing behavior in response to random LED light flicker was an aluminum platform with a 2% agar gel ∼4 mm thick. Light for optogenetic activation of the channelrhodopsin CsChrimson was delivered from a 39-× 39-cm grid of red (624 nm) LEDs positioned above the crawling larvae at the same height as the camera. The light intensity was randomly assigned as on or off at each 0.25-s interval during recording.
Behavior Data Analysis. Larval crawling images were processed by using the MAGAT Analyzer software (1), which determines the position and contour of each larva to form tracks that are broken down into runs and turns (Fig. 1A) . Turning behavior and navigational preference index were calculated by using custom scripts written in MATLAB (Mathworks); turning rate is defined as the number of turns divided by the elapsed time during runs, and the navigational preference index is the average component of velocity during runs parallel to the gradient and toward the warm side, averaged for all larvae in each experiment, divided by the mean crawling speed during runs: preference index = <v x >/<v>.
Tracks were also filtered by speed, duration, displacement, and crawling direction (forward vs. backward). Thus, shorter tracks are ignored in navigation analysis and the construction of reverse correlation filters. This ensures that only bouts of several minutes of uninterrupted crawling are counted (i.e., with no collisions or direct interaction with other larvae), which allows us to record the activity of many larvae simultaneously without significant interaction between animals.
To calculate the statistics in Fig. 1 , the temporal gradient experienced by each larva preceding each turn was calculated by using crawling direction, speed, and the direction and steepness of the spatial temperature gradient during the run that preceded the turn. Turn rate (Fig. 1D) was calculated by using a linear regression of run duration vs. speed (speed and run direction were uncorrelated). Temporal gradients experienced by each larva during each head sweep were calculated by using the vector displacement of the head during each head sweep, the duration of the head sweep, and the direction and steepness of the ambient spatial temperature gradient. Run duration, turn size, and the probability of starting a new run during each head sweep were calculated for each temporal gradient bin by using custom scripts in MATLAB and Igor Pro.
In Vivo Imaging. Larvae were imaged on a custom-built temperature control stage, where a PID controller and H-bridge amplifier (Accuthermo) drove a TEC (Newark) that pumped heat into and out of a thin copper plate (7.4 × 7.4 × 0.5 cm), with a liquid-cooled water block (Swiftech) acting as a thermal reservoir. A type-T thermocouple microprobe (Physitemp) was placed on the copper plate underneath a thin steel tab (7.4 × 2.5 × 0.013 cm) (Fig. 4A) .
After rinsing in distilled water, larvae were placed on the steel tab directly above the temperature probe and held in place with downward force from a glass coverslip secured to a 1.6-mm-thick aluminum frame. The frame was attached to a vertical translation mount (Newport), allowing for precision control of the coverslip position.
Temperature was delivered by altering the PID controller's set point dynamically, using custom software written in LabVIEW (National Instruments). Because the temperature at the position of the larva could differ from the embedded thermocouple probe temperature, larval temperature was calibrated by using a second probe taking the larva's place while delivering the same temperature programs. Random thermal flicker for calcium imaging was generated in the same way as for sine-wave and ramps, with two exceptions: The thermocouple probe was placed directly beneath the larva and separated by a thin layer of polymide tape; and a 40× air objective was used to avoid thermal sinking to the objective during imaging.
The microscope objective was mounted on a piezoelectric transducer (Physica Instrumente). The objective position was corrected based on the temperature measured by the thermocouple probe, compensating for thermal expansion and contraction in the temperature control stage (e.g., see Fig. S1C, Inset) . This minimized image defocusing due to temperature changes, and temperature could be varied by >30°C without significantly altering the image focus.
Images from an EM CCD camera (Andor Technology) were recorded by using either iQ (Andor Technology) or NIS Elements (Nikon Instruments) software. Calcium and voltage signal analyses were performed by using custom software written in Igor Pro (Wavemetrics). Ellipsoid volumes were drawn around each neuron of interest, and for each 3D image stack, the brightest 100 pixels in the volume were averaged to generate the raw signal. ΔF/F was then computed, with F set as the initial signal level of the neuron before temperature change. Subtracted background levels were determined by using a nearby ellipsoid volume not containing any fluorescent neurons. Movie S3. Laser ablation of antennal and maxillary nerves. First part: single-plane confocal images of an immobilized larva subjected to laser ablation that severs its antennal nerve, which connects the DOG to the central brain. Second part: similar images for a larva subjected to laser ablation of its maxillary nerve, which connects the TOG to the central brain. Third part: similar images for a larva reimmobilized 24 h after both antennal nerves were severed under laser ablation; the axon bundles have failed to regrow.
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